Comparison of equipment for grain sampling
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ABSTRACT: Grain sampling requires the use of appropriate and accurate equipment. This study aimed to compare grain samplers, manual and mechanical, used in the sampling of soybean loads, during their reception by storage units. The used devices were the manual sampler with 1.80 m length and three opening stages, 2.10 m length and three opening stages; and 2.10 m length and one opening stage, besides the mechanical sampler (pneumatic) and the pelican sampler. The analyzed parameters were the contents of impurity, broken grains, pods, immature grains, and moisture. The significance of effect of treatment was determined by F Test and the means were compared by Tukey test (p < 0.05). The devices used for sampling of soybean grains in vehicles, during their reception by storage units, affect the determination of broken grains, pods and immature grains. However, there was no difference between the types of sampling equipment in the determination of impurity content, and the pelican sampler collected greater percentages of pods and immature grains from the sampled vehicles.
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Comparação de equipamentos para amostragens de grãos

RESUMO: A amostragem de grãos requer a utilização de equipamentos adequados e precisos. Assim, objetivou-se comparar caladores (amostradores) de grãos, manual e mecânico, utilizados na amostragem de cargas de soja durante o recebimento em unidades armazenadoras. Os equipamentos utilizados foram os caladores manuais de 1,80 m e três estágios de abertura, 2,10 m e três estágios de abertura, 2,10 m e um estágio de abertura, amostrador mecânico (pneumático) e o calador tipo pelicano. Os parâmetros analisados foram as porcentagens de impurezas, de grãos quebrados, percentagens de vagens, grãos imaturos e teor de água. A significância do efeito dos tratamentos foi determinada pelo Teste F, e as médias comparadas pelo teste Tukey (p < 0,05). Os equipamentos utilizados para amostragem de grãos de soja em veículos, durante o recebimento em unidades armazenadoras, influenciam na determinação do teor de grãos quebrados, vagens e grãos imaturos. Entretanto, não houve diferença para o tipo de equipamento estudado na determinação do teor de impureza, tendo o amostrador tipo pelicano coletado maiores percentuais de vagens e grãos imaturos nos veículos amostrados.
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**Introduction**

Brazil is the second largest soybean producer, only behind the United States (Marcandalli et al., 2011; Almeida et al., 2016), and largest exporter of this oilseed crop. However, according to Freitas (2011), qualitative and quantitative losses during soybean postharvest processes are frequent.

Sampling is usually the major source of error in an analysis and the inaccuracy in this process may result in misinterpretation of the actual characterization of the lot. The sample should be obtained in such a way that all grains composing the lot have the same chance of being sampled (Whitaker, 2003).

The devices commonly used to collect samples in vehicles, to determine the defects in grains, are the double-tube samplers (manually-operated), mechanical samples (pneumatic) and pelican samplers.

In double-tube samplers, which may vary in number of compartments, number of opening stages and in size, the sample penetrates each compartment by gravity.

Regarding the grains, higher moisture content leads to increased roughness on the surface, causing higher resistance to the sliding of one particle against another, increasing the angle of repose and the coefficients of static and dynamic friction, which compromises the sliding, as observed in green wheat (Al-Mahasneh et al., 2007), peanut (Aydin, 2007) and sunflower (Gamea, 2013).

In Brazil, double-tube samplers are obligatory in all bulk storage units (Brasil, 2011). Mechanical samplers (pneumatic) are used to collect samples in vehicles which have exposed surface, whereas the pelican sampler is indicated for the sampling of freefalling grains and is frequently used during the discharge of the materials.

Thus, this study aimed to compare the different types of samplers, manual and mechanical, used in the sampling of soybean loads during the reception in storage units.

**Material and Methods**

The experiment was conducted during the 2014/15 season at the soybean grain storage units of the company Caramuru Alimentos S/A, located in the cities of Portelândia - GO (17° 23’ 56.83” S and 52° 40’ 41.73” W) and Morrinhos - GO (17° 43’ 40.08” S and 49° 3’ 51.67” W).

The experimental design was randomized blocks with five treatments (grain samplers) and 14 blocks (trucks sampled at the storage units), in three repetitions. Treatments consisted of the following devices: a) manually-operated double-tube sampler, with 1.80 m length and 12 sampled intakes, divided into three stages (1.80 – 3S); b) manually-operated double-tube sampler with 2.10 m length, 14 sample intakes and three stages (2.10 – 3S); c) manually-operated double-tube sampler with 2.10 m length, 14 sample intakes and one stage (2.10 – 1S); d) mechanical sampler with 37-mm-diameter tip; and e) pelican sampler, as detailed in Table 1.

The mechanical sampler (pneumatic) is composed of an airflow sampling system, in which the rod penetrates bulk grains by the activation of the hydraulic controller, which selects the site and specifies the number of points sampled. The collecting rod has two tubes, one with internal diameter of 0.0442 m and another with external diameter of 0.0662 m and length of 1.90 m. A fan creates a downward airflow between the external and internal tubes that, when crossing the bulk grains collected by the tip (0.037 m diameter), displaces the grains upward through the internal tube, which has another airflow that sucks the bulk grains into the collecting tube, conducting the sample to the reservoir (Figures 1A and B).

The pelican sampler (Figure 1C) has the following dimensions: 0.099 m width, 0.10 m length, 0.077 m of smaller height and 0.16 m of greater height, with a total collection area of 0.01 m², collecting an estimated mass of 0.879 kg. Samples were collected in triplicate for each point of discharge.

**Table 1.** Characterization of the samplers used with respect to measurements of useful diameter, number of sample intakes, construction material and estimated volume per sampling

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Device</th>
<th>Cylinder diameter (m)</th>
<th>Construction material</th>
<th>Estimated volume per sampling (m³ x 10⁻³)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sampler 2.10 m - 3S</td>
<td>0.0287</td>
<td>Aluminum</td>
<td>1.163</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sampler 1.80 m - 3S</td>
<td>0.0312</td>
<td>Brass</td>
<td>1.181</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mechanical sampler</td>
<td>0.0442</td>
<td>SAE 1020 steel</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pelican sampler</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>Steel plate</td>
<td>1.173</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sampler 2.10 m - 1S</td>
<td>0.0312</td>
<td>Brass</td>
<td>1.380</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 1.** Schematic of the airflow and grains in the mechanical sampler during the sampling operation (A, B); pelican sampler used in the experiment with dimensions and capacity (C)
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...during the discharge spouts and also during the first discharge with the squeegee, manually performed by the discharge worker. Samplings were performed through the discharge spouts installed in the bodies of the trucks.

The samples collected with double-tube and mechanical samplers were collected at predetermined points in the vehicle, in a zig-zag pattern (Figure 2), previously marked with polyvinyl chloride (PVC) tubes with diameter of 0.10 m.

Homogenization and division of samples were performed in a Boerner divider, in which the samples were firstly passed three times and then divided, for each repetition, in triplicate, with minimum mass of 0.125 kg (Brasil, 2007).

The subsamples of each repetition were placed in rectangular sieves (0.4 × 0.3 m), with circular 0.003-m-diameter apertures, and manually moved for 30 s (Brasil, 2007), to separate pods, immature grains, foreign material and impurities. Then, the samples free from impurities were placed on sieves with oblong apertures (0.004 × 0.012 m) to identify broken grains. The measured masses of each repetition were transformed to percentage in relation to the initial mass of each subsample. The samples used to determine the moisture content were collected separately, per device, in each vehicle sampled according to ASAE (2003).

The significance of effect of treatment was determined by F test, and means were compared by Tukey test (p < 0.05), using the program Sisvar 5.6 (Ferreira, 2014).

Results and Discussion

The content of impurity and foreign material did not differ among the studied samplers, showing overall mean of 1.14%. The content of impurities influences the calculations of the processes of drying, cleaning, aeration, classification and storage of grains (Figueiredo Neto et al., 2012; Gratão et al., 2013), because they occupy intergranular spaces and reduce bulk grain porosity.

The sampling devices had effect on the percentages of broken grains, pods, immature grains and on the moisture content of soybean grains sampled in the vehicles during their reception at the storage units (Figure 3).

The pelican sampler showed the lowest content of broken grains, followed by the mechanical sampler, which did not

![Figure 2. Schematic representation of the procedures for soybean grain sampling: (A) sampling points in the vehicle to collect the samples; (B) devices used for sampling; (C) homogenization and division of samples](image)

![Figure 3. Broken grains (A), pods (B), immature grains (C), and moisture content (D) in soybean grains collected by the sampling devices in vehicles during the reception of soybean loads at storage units](image)

Means followed by the same letter do not differ by Tukey test at 0.05 probability level
differ from the manual double-tube sampler 2.10 – 3S (Figure 3A). The manual double-tube samplers did not differ from one another in the sampling of broken grains. The highest means of broken grains collected by double-tube samplers may have occurred due to the breaking of grains positioned between the internal and external cylinders, which cause rupture when they are twisted to close, especially in products with higher moisture content, because the higher the moisture content, the lower the force required to cause rupture and breakage of grains (Aydin, 2007).

The percentage of broken grains present in the sampled vehicles, regardless of the sampling method, was lower than the maximum limit of tolerance for this defect in the sample, which is 30% (Brasil, 2007). Above this value, discounts are already established by the reception units.

For the pelican sampler, there was a higher content of pods collected in the samples and it differed from the other samplers in the collection of this impurity (Figure 3B). The pelican sampler showed mean of 0.42%. Considering the overall mean of pods collected (0.24%), the pelican sampler collected more than three times the value obtained by the sampler 2.10–3S (0.13%) and two times the other sampling devices (0.21%) used in the study.

The mechanical sampler collected low percentages of pods (Figure 3B), compared to the pelican sampler. The working principle of this device is the terminal speed of the materials and, therefore, the airflow used may have been insufficient to transport the defects due to the higher moisture content and larger physical dimensions.

The sampler 2.10 m–3S collected lower content of pods. It can be inferred that, since it is built with aluminum, it needs smaller diameter in the internal tube to ensure adequate resistance in the operation, resulting in smaller volume of sampling (Table 1). In addition to that, it was observed during the experiment that the sampler had smaller volume of collected material and constant accumulation of particles, requiring frequent stops in the operations for unclogging, which consequently reduced sampling performance.

The analyses should consider the capacity of the samplers in the collection of pods because at the storage units there has been an increased presence of pods in loads received from plantations. This has occurred over the years in all main soybean producing regions of Brazil and also in the Midsouth of the United States, where it is common to observe plants with green leaves, green stems and/or green pods in plantations of mature soybeans (Griffin et al., 2010).

It should also be emphasized that the causes associated with the presence of green pods in soybean grains are diverse (Silva et al., 2013; Harbach et al., 2016), for instance, the type of plant growth (Boudreaux & Griffin, 2011). Moreover, green pods during harvest can be threshed by the threshing mechanisms of the harvester, culminating in the release of immature grains in the harvested mass (Sinnecker, 2005).

Based on the results, comparing all devices, the pelican sampler was the one which collected larger amount of immature grains and green pods present in the analyzed samples (0.8%) (Figure 3C).

Immature grains are those with oblong shape and green color due to an incomplete physiological development. These grains have high chlorophyll content in the cotyledons (Zorato et al., 2007), which compromises the quality and volume of oil (Rangel et al., 2011).

The high moisture content in immature grains favors the development of fungi due to the increased respiratory activity and compromises the storability. Thus, knowing the percentage of immature grains in bulk grains by sampling is fundamental to define adequate strategies of storage (Mandarino, 2012).

Pods and immature grains have higher moisture content than the normal grains present in the loads and, consequently, they may expose larger projected area according to several researchers (Aydin, 2007; Siqueira et al., 2013). Therefore, immature grains and pods have larger area of contact with the mass of grains and undergo lower pressure, which causes sliding over the discharged mass, tending to show greater accumulation on the sides of the loads in the vehicles and in warehouses. This may lead to higher percentages of pods and immature grains collected by the pelican sampler in the discharge of the grains into the hoppers (Figures 3B and C).

In relation to the manual samplers used in the samplings, the length, number of stages and intakes did not cause differences in the collection of impurities, broken grains, immature grains and pods. During the reception of grains at storage units, sampling with manual samplers has limitations because, when there is intense traffic of vehicles loaded with grains for discharge, even if the workers take turns in the operation, fatigue, reduction of performance and loss of sampling quality are common at the end of the working day.

In the present study, there was no difference in the collection of impurities, immature grains and pods between the mechanical sampler and the other double-tube samplers. Thus, the mechanical sampler is an acceptable option to collect samples, especially for larger collecting, intermediate and terminal storage units.

Another important factor is the maintenance of mechanical samplers, which, if performed by untrained people, may alter the dimensions and capacity of the devices, which may lose efficiency in the collection of some types of defects, causing losses to the parts involved. Periodical maintenance to check for wear, cleaning of duct and hose systems, change of hydraulic oil are also fundamental for good performance of this device.

The moisture contents of soybean grains were higher than 14% (w.b.) for all sampling devices (Figure 3D). It should be highlighted that samples collected with the pelican sampler had higher moisture content in the grains, differing from the other devices tested. This fact may be attributed to the presence of immature grains, which naturally have higher moisture content than physiologically mature grains.

Samples obtained with the mechanical sampler, despite being subjected to the airflow used to transport the grains, did not show differences in the moisture content compared to the double-tube samplers. This fact may be attributed to the low moisture content of the grains and to the reduced distance between the collection point and the reservoir of the mechanical sampler (1.92 and 4.0 m) at the storage units of Portelândia and Morrinhos, respectively (Figure 3D).
Carvalho & Novembre (2012) report that the adequate moisture content for mechanical harvest of soybean seeds is 12 to 15.9 % (w.b.) and, according to Pinto et al. (2012), the moisture content required to ensure less mechanical damage is between 13 and 15% (w.b.). Smaniotto et al. (2014) recommend moisture content of 12% (w.b.) for safe storage of soybean grains in hot regions. All loads of grains analyzed had satisfactory moisture content for mechanical harvest (Figure 3D). This can be concluded based on the values of impurities and broken grains in the samples (Figure 3A). It is worth emphasizing that 14% (w.b.) is not a satisfactory moisture content for storage, particularly in hot regions such as the Midwest, North and Northeast regions of Brazil.

Thus, it is important that the storage unit uses a sampling method that provides safe collection and classification of the product. Assessing the efficiency of sampling equipment is of fundamental importance because they must provide precise information of the lots, regarding moisture content, content of impurities, types of impurities, broken grains and foreign materials. These data may alter the planning of utilization of sieves and grain inlet flows in the machines and in the postharvest operations of the storage unit.

**Conclusions**

1. There is no difference among the sampling devices in the determination of the content of impurities and foreign materials.
2. The types of equipment used in the sampling of bulk soybean grains, during the reception at storage units, influence the determination of broken grains, pods and immature grains.
3. Both mechanical and manual double-tube samplers favor the collection of samples containing higher percentages of broken grains in the sampled loads.
4. The pelican sampler is the one which collects largest quantity of pods and immature grains.
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